1. Click on the link of the t-shirt template you wish to print. The template will open in a new window as an Adobe PDF.

2. Print out the image onto transfer paper (following the printing instructions given with the transfer paper you purchased; remember that this image has already been reversed).

3. Once the image is printed on transfer paper, cut off excess part of transfer paper, around the image, if desired. Any white part of transfer paper that is left around the image will transfer to your shirt or other cloth you are using for the iron-on transfer.

4. Heat iron according to the instructions for your transfer paper.

5. Place the printed iron-on transfer on shirt or other article of clothing/cloth onto which you are transferring the image. Be sure to follow the instructions provided with your transfer paper for this procedure.

6. Iron as instructed by the directions given with your transfer paper. Do not over-iron, or use iron that is hotter than the directions call for.

7. Follow instructions given with transfer paper and allowing shirt/clothing to cool and when and how to peel off transfer paper backing. Follow all other instructions that come with your transfer paper for handling and washing.